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Abstract: This paper presents experimental result on tweeter
data using information retrieval technique called as LSA used
to improve searching in text. LSA consist of matrix operation
known as SVD, main component of LSA which is used to
reduce noise in text. The proposed methodology has given
accuracy of 84 % on twitter data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of semantic search is to enhance search accuracy
by realizing the intent of search and related meaning of
the word in the searching document or in a large text file.
A simple example can explain it in a better way, if
someone ask to computer operator “do you have net?” its
natural meaning is to enquiring about internet. But if the
same question was asked to sports dealer its meaning is
changed drastically i.e. net is equipment used in games
such as badminton, tennis etc. The aim of semantic search
is to provide that intent to the search engine.
In Natural Language Processing (NLP), LSA is used as
technique to bring words/terms which are used and occur
in same environment or circumstances have tendency to
intent similar meaning, known as distributed semantics.
LSA is applied to show that the words/terms that have
related meaning found in some part or portion of the text
document. From a large piece of text, a matrix containing
terms frequency per document is obtained, here terms and
document are represented by row and columns
respectively. Now using Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD) the dimension of the above matrix is reduced. The
terms are compared by dot product of row and column, if
this value is 1 then it represents very similar terms and if
near to 0 it represent distinct terms. This helps to remove
noise from the data; the noise is a data which is described
as rare and less important usages of certain terms [1].

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 Semantic Search
Semantic search are not limited only to contextual search
or search based on the intent of the question. But it also
includes several other factors such current trend, location
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of search, concept matching, variation of words,
synonyms, general and special queries and natural
language queries to provide accurate search results [2].
Most of the advanced semantic search engine integrates
some of the above factors to provide most relevant result.
There are two types searching, navigational and
information search [3]. Navigation search intended to find
particular document. While in information search, the
search engine is provided with broad topic for which there
may be large number of relevant results. This approach of
semantic search is closely related with exploratory search.
Also there is a list of semantic search systems which
analyze other uses of semantics in the searching action to
achieve result. These approaches are related to searches /
quires, reference results, semantic annotated result, full
text similarity search, search on semantic / syntactic
annotation, concept search, semantic web search, ontology
search, faceted search, clustered search and natural
language search [4].
Semantic search may include other technique to retrieve
the precise information from structured data sources like
ontology and XML found in the semantic web [5]. Other
approaches present domain specific ontology’s and
retrieval framework using vector space model to specify
the user intent in detail at query time [6].
2.2 Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
LSA is a statistical method used to derive meaning from
a text. It was developed in late 1980s at Bell Core / Bell
Laboratory by Launder and his team. They defined “LSA
is theory and method for extracting and representing the
contextual-usage meaning of words by statistical
computations applied to a large corpus of text” [7]. They
claim that LSA can play important role to gain extra
knowledge for human being. The LSA derive more precise
method to extract and represent meaning of text than the
previous information retrieval applications.
LSA is used to extract and derive relations of
expected contextual use of terms in a portion of text. It
uses human constructed dictionaries, knowledge base,
semantic network, grammar, parser as input. Then texts
are passed into words consisting of unique character string
and divide them into sentence or paragraph [8]. LSA uses
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following steps:
• Table Creation:
The first step of LSA is to create frequency table for a
given text document as term document matrix, here rows
are represented by terms and columns are represented by
documents/ tweet [9]. Term is part of tweet may have
single word and tweets can be sentence or paragraph.
These terms are assign weight to number of times each
term appeared in each document/tweet.
• Singular Value Decomposition:
Next step of LSA is to apply SVD to the term document
matrix, which breaks down term document matrix into
three matrices say, an orthogonal matrix U, a diagonal
matrix S and the transpose of the orthogonal matrix V.
The SVD of term document matrix X can be defined as:
Xmn = {U}mm {S}mn {VT}nn ………………………………………………(1)
Where,
U is an orthogonal matrix of size m*m,
S is a diagonal matrix called a singular matrix
of size m*n,
V is an orthogonal matrix of size n*n.
• Reduced Singular Value Decomposition:
We can reduce the dimension of matrix U, S and V
obtained in equation 1 to lower rank, by ignoring first
some K columns of U and V and first K singular values of
S. We get the following equation:
X = Xmn ≅ {XK}mn = {U}mk × {S}kk × {VT}kn …….(2)
This reduction of K-dimension provided by SVD
reduces the noise in text and used to capture latent
structure in text. The value of K should be selected
carefully as it represents latent structure of the data.
Dimension reduction provides benefits that the terms
that share substructure become more similar to each other
and the terms that are dissimilar begin to become more
dissimilar. This means that the tweets/documents about a
specific topic become more similar even if exact
term/word doesn’t appear in all of them.
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four keys and loading specific packages direct function are
used to extract tweets by hashtag or username. Then we
set two variables, one for the search string, which could be
a hashtag or username, and the second variable is the
number of tweets we want to extract for analysis.
Use searchTwitter () function to search Twitter based
on the supplied search string and returns a list. The “lang”
parameter is used below to restrict tweets to the “English”
language. We extracted 500 tweets of each by hashtag i.e.
#cricket and #education but only 10 tweets of each has
been used for experimental analysis.
1.2 Cleaning of Corpus
Twitter data first extracted to give meaningful
information by converting it to lowercase, removing
punctuation, web address, numbers, whitespace etc. then
remove stop words from the data. Stop words are those
words which do not have distinctive meaning and context,
user may add his own list of stop word if required which is
followed by indexing. Sometimes instead of making
indexing of words/terms as they appear in tweets, the
procedure of stemming should be followed. Stemming is
the process to reduce the words/terms to their base or root
for example term/word education, educating, educated can
be stemmed to educate. For better document retrieval first
eliminates stop words then stemming of words followed by
creation of frequency table [10].
1.3 Frequency Table Creation
The frequency table or term document matrix so obtained
consist of 147 rows and 20 columns means that 147
unique terms are found from 20 tweets. The row represent
unique terms in the tweets and column represent tweet
titles as c1,c2,…,c10 & e1,e2,...,e10 representing tweets of
cricket and education respectively. The corresponding
term document matrix X is shown below:
Table 1: Snap shot of frequency matrix size of 147 terms
From 20 tweets (documents)

3. METHODOLOGY
1.1 Process to Retrieve Twitter Data
Prerequisites to retrieve twitter data is installed R tool
and Rstudio on windows system, need a twitter account,
Use twitter login ID and password to sign in at Twitter
Developers. After successful creation of twitter application
four secret keys are generated i.e. consumer key, consumer
secret key, access token and access token secret keys
which are important to put in R script. R comes with a
standard set of packages. For twitter data extractions
specially twitteR, ROauth, Rcurl etc these packages are
needed. We used direct authentication so after using above
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1.4 SVD Creation
The linear decomposition of term document matrix X,
as given in (1) produces three matrices U, S and V. The
dimension of U is an orthogonal matrix of size 147 x 147,
S is a diagonal matrix of size 147 x 20 and V is an
orthogonal matrix of size 20 x 20.
3.5 Term Reduction Matrix
The dimension reduction of three matrices U, S and V
obtained above can be produced by considering K=2 i.e.
considering only first two columns of U and V and first
two singular values from S, stored them, U’ as matrix of
size 147 x 2, V’ as matrix of size 20 x 2 and S’ as matrix
of size 2 x 2 only. Now we obtained X’= U’ x S’ x (Vt)’ as
given in (2).
This dimension reduction produces a matrix in which
terms in same context accumulate higher or lower
frequency and other terms that are not appearing
previously in original matrix appeared with some fraction.
The SVD of frequency matrix obtained from Table 1 is
shown below:

3.8 Correlation of SVD
We obtained correlation of term reduction matrix in Table
2 and result is stored in Table 4 as shown below:
Table 4: Correlation of SVD matrix as given in Table 2

Table 2. SVD of frequency table as given in Table 1.

3.6 Correlation
Correlation matrix uses tweets title name down the first
column and across the first row. Correlation matrix is
always symmetric matrix, we consider only lower
triangular matrix for calculation. Correlation is the single
number that describes the degree of relationship between
two titles of tweets.
3.7 Correlation of Frequency Matrix
We obtained correlation of frequency matrix of size 147
terms for 20 titles (document) as given in Table 1 and
result is stored as Table 3 as shown below:

3.9 Accuracy Measures
Now to evaluate the accuracy of the result calculated
above we can use most popular measure called as
precision and recall. In information retrieval, the positive
predictive value is called as precision and sensitivity is
called as recall [11]. Precision is the percentage of
retrieved tweets which are related and recall is the
percentage of relevant tweets that are retrieved. Both
together produce measure of relevance in tweets [12].
The prediction model for correlation of frequency table
given as Table 3 is:
Table 5: Confusion Matrix obtained from Table 3
Prediction Model
Positive
Negative
Truth: Positive
Truth: Negative

Table 3. Correlation of frequency matrix given in Table 1.
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34
56
13
87
From the above confusion matrix, we got Sensitivity 38 %,
Specificity 87 %, Accuracy 64 %, Precision (p) 72 %;
Recall (r) 38 % and F measure 50 %.
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The prediction model for correlation of term reduction
matrix as given in Table 4 is as under (considering
correlation of .80 and above)
Table 6: Confusion Matrix obtained from Table 4
Prediction Model
Positive
Negative
Truth: Positive
Truth: Negative

69
18

12
91

From the above confusion matrix, we got Sensitivity 85 %,
Specificity 83 %, Accuracy 84 %, Precision (p) 79 %;
Recall (r) 85 % and F measure 82 %.

4. CONCLUSION
From experimentation, it is found that when LSA with
SVD is used for semantic matching of the twitter data. It
works well, in spite of the short length of the tweets. The
accuracy is 84 % with precision of 79 % and recall of 85
%. Hence we proposed this method for semantic analysis.
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